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Burn The Fleet Acoustic
Thrice

I see that someone has already tabbed Teppei s part for this song, so here s
Dustin s part.

Capo on 1st fret!

Chords Used:

E:   022100
Am:  x02210
Dm:  x57765
G#:  466544
D#m: x68876
A:   577655

Opening: (This is the only part I ll use tab for, just to show the
embellishments.
Also, please note I accounted for the capo being on the first fret.)

     E               Am                       E            Am
1--1--1-1-1-----1--1--1-1-1-------1-1-0-1--1--1-1-1-----1--1--1-1-1-1-1-0-|
1--1--1-1-1-----2--2--2-2-2-------2-2-0-1--1--1-1-1-----2--2--2-2-2-2-2-0-|
2--2--2-2-2---2-3--3--3-3-3-------3-3-0-2--2--2-2-2---2-3--3--3-3-3-3-3-0-|
3--3--3-3-3-5---3--3--3-3-3-------3-3-0-3--3--3-3-3-5---3--3--3-3-3-3-3-0-|
3--3--3-3-3-----1--1--1-1-1-------1-1-0-3--3--3-3-3-----1--1--1-1-1-1-1-0-|
1--1--1-1-1-----------------4-4-4-------1--1--1-1-1-----------------------|

Verse:
         Dm             G#          E
In this dark night, we stand or we fall
         Dm           G#         E
We are kings now, or nothing at all
            Dm     G#
Check your armor, light up your torch
           Dm                            Am
Touch the flame to the sail, before you head for the shore

Chorus: (Played the same as the opening)
             E                      Am
And we will burn the fleet, we can never go home
            E                Am
It s on to victory or underground
 E                         Am
Burn the fleet, we ll be heroes or ghosts
        E                 Am
But we won t be turned around

Verse:



     Dm            G#             E
The old flag will burn with the sail
      Dm             G#         E
And a new one won t fly if we fail
         Dm     G#
But the fire continues to rise
        Dm                      Am
And it shows not a hint of any fear in our eyes

Chorus:
             E                      Am
And we will burn the fleet, we can never go home
            E                Am
It s on to victory or underground
 E                         Am
Burn the fleet, we ll be heroes or ghosts
        E                 Am
But we won t be turned around

Bridge:

D#m, A

Chorus:
             E                      Am
And we will burn the fleet, we can never go home
            E                Am
It s on to victory or underground
 E                         Am
Burn the fleet, we ll be heroes or ghosts
        E                 Am
But we won t be turned around

One final thing is that the opening of the song is replayed in between the
bridge and 
final chorus.

And that should do it. Enjoy!


